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Access Panel

Oatey 14-by-14-inch  
Plastic Access Panel

Oatey 14-by-14-inch Plastic 
Access Panels are used to allow 
access to plumbing, electrical wiring, 
security systems, telephone, computer 
cables and sprinkler systems behind 
walls and ceilings. The panels are constructed of high-
impact ABS, have a flush or surface-mounted frame and 
install easily between wall studs or ceiling joists. The white 
panel can be painted to match the decor. 800-203-1155;  
www.oatey.com

 Bathtubs

BainUltra BeOne
BeOne freestanding tubs 

from BainUltra translates the 
traditional Japanese-style bath 
into modern times. It is a tub 
built especially for one, with a 
compact design that requires 
little floor space, yet its deep 
bathing well with built-in seat allows a single bather to rest 
comfortably upright for a satisfying soak. The tub is offered 
as a soaker or with the brand’s Thermomasseur technology 
with up to 40 air jets and Geysair hot air system for a hydro-
thermo massage. Other therapy options include 
WarmTouchShell, which radiates heat from three heating 
zones within the tub’s shell. The tub is crafted of 100% pure 
acrylic for durability and a long-lasting beauty that is easy 
to clean and maintain. It measures 46 by 39 by 30 inches, 
and is available in a glossy white, with options for a dramatic 
black and white finish or the brand’s Ultravelour matte 
finish. 800-463-2187; www.bainultra.com

MTI Baths Metro 
Sculpted Finish

Metro Sculpted 
Finish tubs from MTI 
Baths have a freestand-
ing design that captures 
the elegance of minimalist design with crisp rectangular 
lines and a soothing absence of ornamentation. They are 
available in three sizes with lengths of either 60, 66 or 72 
inches to best fit the available space. The tub is notable for 
its 11-inch larger extended deck on one side that provides 
a safe and convenient ledge for entering or exiting the bath. 
A solution for universal design applications, and it can also 
be used for mounting faucetry. Available as a soaker, air 
bath, with microbubbles or as a combination of the two, the 
tubs provide a comfortable bathing experience with a sloped 
backrest and ergonomic design for a blissfully relaxing soak. 
800-783-8827; www.mtibaths.com

 Coating/Lining/Sealant

Pipe Lining Supply  
Quik-Coating System

The Quik-Coating System from 
Pipe Lining Supply applies resin to 
the cleaned surface to prevent future 
scale buildup inside the pipe. In addition 
to protecting the pipe from accumulating 
more scale, the system can address 
cracks and leaks, creating a new inner 
surface. The system also provides 

contractors with a unique skill that sets them apart from 
their competition and generates a new source of revenue. 
The system partners greatly with contractors using CIPP 
lining products by sealing the ends of the liner, as well as 
the branch lines where openings have been cut out.  
888-354-6464; www.pipeliningsupply.com
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Controls/Control Panel

FloLogic System
Demand for flow-based leak 

detection with automatic shutoff 
continues to increase, driven by 
insurance requirements and 
incentives. The FloLogic System 
is a commercial-grade plumbing 
leak detection, automatic shutoff 
device that protects homes and 
businesses from plumbing supply leak damage. It works in 
virtually all homes and businesses with 3/4- to 2-inch water 
service, offering real-time leak detection and flow notification 
abilities beginning at 1/2 ounce of water flow per minute, 
thanks to its EverWatch leak-sensing technology. When a 
leak is detected, the water is shut off automatically and the 
users receive an alert through a smartphone app. The FloLogic 
CONNECT module has a thermometer, allowing low room 
temperature alerts and automatic water shutoffs. All systems 
are equipped with battery backup for continued protection 
during outages. 877-356-5644; www.flologic.com

 

Drains

Infinity Drain Next  
Day Custom Linear Drains

Next Day Custom Linear 
Drains from Infinity Drain make 
perfect linear drain wall-to-wall 
installation a reality – without the 
wait. They are available in lengths 

up to 72 inches in two finishes, three grate styles and for 
all installation waterproofing methods. 516-767-6786; 
www.infinitydrain.com

Kusel Equipment KE Series
KE Series floor drains from 

Kusel Equipment provide an 
easy way to eliminate wastewa-
ter drainage problems. The stan-
dard 12-inch area drain is NSF 
certified and suitable for most common applications in 
heavy-traffic areas where a sanitary, durable solution is 
needed for debris content removal. The series also features 

highly customizable solutions for any environment in 
which sanitation, durability and accessibility are critical. 
Hundreds of thousands of configurations are available. 
920-261-4112; www.kuselequipment.com

QuickDrain USA SquareDrain
Q u i c k D r a i n  U S A’s 

SquareDrain point drain is an 
extension of the QuickDrain 
tota l shower solut ion. It 
combines fashion and function, 
helping homeowners, designers 
and installers create spa-like 
bathroom experiences with ease. The point drain system 
offers versatility and flexibility in design for both curbed 
and curbless applications, making it a suitable choice for 
residential and hospitality. Features include a universal-
flange adaptor, making it job site-ready for new and retrofit 
applications like tub-to-shower conversions. It can be 
installed in two hours and includes an integrated quarter 
test plug, eliminating the need for extra testing tools and 
costs. Once installed, the drain system allows for easy 
maintenance with a debris basket and cover key included. 
866-998-6685; www.quickdrainusa.com

 Fixtures

AD Waters OLI
Distributed by AD Waters, the OLI 

in-wall toilet carrier, offered for both 
floor-mounted and wall-hung toilets, is 
a suitable solution for sanity systems. 
Water-saving and UPC certified, they 
come with a chrome flush plate. Equipped 
with a protective box offering more depth, 
they allow for thicker wall finishing or 
remodeling without removing existent 

finishing. In addition, a protective plate is included which 
keeps condensation away from the flush plate. The carrier 
features a 1 9/16-inch continuous length front-to-back 
without product modification, allowing it to evacuate at an 
angle and a longer pipe length at 9 13/16 inches. The height 
can be easily adjusted between 0 and 5.9 inches and provides 
easy cleaning access around and beneath the toilet area. 
Ideal for small spaces, it provides a stud wall installation. 
800-867-8484; www.alt-aqua.com




